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Abstract

It is debatable if women making sexualized images of women – either themselves or others – is deflecting 

or perpetuating the male gaze. Does it matter whether sexualized images of women are made by a man or 

a woman? It certainly does, as proved by Yang Mingming’s Female Directors, made right before the rise of 

Instagram selfies and YouTube vloggers. Simultaneously writing, filming, and performing this mockumen-

tary, Yang both reenacts and subverts the sexual power dynamics deeply embedded in the act of filming. 

Specifically, she creates a dual authorship of filmmaking by constantly turning over the lightweight and 

portable digital video camera in between the perspective of two women in conflicts. This article sees Yang’s 

DV camera not as the objective lens revealing realities but as a means through which women, with an acute 

sense of what they are up against, are experimenting, activating, and moulding their own truth about friend-

ship and emancipation.

Yang Mingming’s (杨明明) 40-minute mockumentary Female Directors 女导演 (2012) is packed with 

scopophilia and voyeuristic pleasures. The film presents itself as a story of two unemployed film school 

graduates in Beijing making a documentary about themselves, and the project is interrupted by a discovery 

that they have been in sexual relationships with the same man. There is a fundamental pleasure in simply 

looking at the two young, attractive, and indomitable women (Ah Ming 阿明, played by the director herself, 

and Yueyue 月月, played by Guo Yue), especially when most of the time their faces and bodies are filmed 

with great intimacy in extreme close-ups. The film also offers voyeuristic pleasures: the girls blatantly talk 

about their desires and sexual experiences, expressing rapid swirls of emotions of anger, humility, sadness, 

jealousy, and very often, sheer joy. Fetishistic scopophilia and sadistic voyeurism, defined by Laura Mulvey 

in the 1970s as the two kinds of pleasures sought by the male gaze in cinema, have become what women 

collectively produce and share in our contemporary age of the selfie (Mulvey 1989, pp. 21-29). It is debatable 

if women making images of women – both themselves and others – is deflecting or perpetuating the male 

gaze. Does it matter whether sexualized images of women are made by a man or a woman? It certainly does, 
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as proved by Yang’s film made before the rise of Instagram selfies and YouTube vloggers. 

The blithe, undaunted, and spontaneous vibe in Female Directors, plus the scandalous story of a love triangle, 

obscure the fact that this film is meticulously designed and executed. Yang is hyperaware of the traditions of 

the male gaze in both Asian and Western cinema. In one scene, Ah Ming films Yueyue watching a sequence 

from Edward Yang’s (杨德昌) A Brighter Summer Day 牯岭街少年杀人事件 (1991), which shows a director 

in a movie set, yelling at an actress: ‘I told you to change. So change!’ In another scene, the two girls take 

turns to film each other in the exact infamous position as in the poster of Michelangelo Antonioni’s Blow-up 

(1966): the male photographer takes photos and gives commands while sitting straddled upon the model as 

she’s lying on her back. But Yang revises and plays with the power dynamic in this position: Antonioni’s 

dandy photographer looks at women but doesn’t see them, turning each photo session into an occasion for 

callous foreplay and sexual exploitation; whereas, Yang continues to direct the camera even when she is the 

one seen lying in bed from Yueyue’s point-of-view: ‘I want a bird’s-eye shot!’ And when Yueyue is filmed in 

the lying position, we hear Yang (Ah Ming) whispering offscreen: ‘Who says women have to moan in bed? 

You’re still beautiful when you’re silent... You’re prettier than me.’ The two women perform in front of the 

camera (stripping and self-touching), trying to seduce the camera in ways that are no less flirtatious than 

Antonioni’s model. Yet, instead of acts of self-objectification, Ah Ming and Yueyue’s images of themselves 

are rather invitations to female validation and connection. One might argue for the difference of male gazes in 

art film and in Hollywood, that the former pertains to various degrees of awareness of the gendered camera. 

Nevertheless, male auteurs like Edward Yang and Antonioni still sustain an ambiguity of whether gendered 

violence is cinematically exposed or reenacted. In this regard, Yang actively uses the DV camera as a tool of 

empowerment in cinematic moments when the woman is usually the most vulnerable.

In a way the curation of self-images in Female Directors prefigures the prevalent phenomenon of selfies. 

Despite common criticism against ‘selfie-objectification’ as an emblem of our appearance-obsessed culture, 

it is undeniable that the selfie-shooter controls the viewer’s gaze (to some extent), and her relinquishment 

of privacy is rewarded with social validation and connection – ends that are all in line with Yang’s pre-so-

cial media endeavours. It is tempting to compile a progressive historiography of the decentralization of 

image-making technologies – from male auteurs’ sexualizing cameras, to Yang’s self-defining DV camera, 

and ending with mass-produced selfies on social networks. Yet such a narrative overlooks the multifaceted 

ways in which image-making technologies work on and through us. Every video(photo)graphic moment 

inscribes certain kind(s) of power transaction, and the power of the male gaze can be easily traded off for 

another form of power. In the case of the selfie, social validation and connection sometimes come at the cost 

of self-deception, facilitated by ‘filters’, one of the many baits of the patriarchal technocapitalism. Every selfie 

is taken with a consciousness of its potential publicness, and it is posted online with an understanding that it 

will become vulnerable to both the gaze of an algorithmically regulated public and data surveillance. A user 
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has no leverage over online platforms. She clicks ‘agree’ to all their terms and conditions. 

Female Directors is not so much a story of an illicit triangular affair as it is about two women competing for 

the right to storytelling and bargaining the terms and conditions of that storytelling. Yang’s ambition is to 

control not only what is inside the frame but also how the images will be consumed. The film begins with a 

shot from the third person perspective, showing the two girls hanging out in one frame. Once they find out 

they are sleeping with the same married man, there is no more outsider’s perspective, and the rest of the film 

consists almost entirely of point of view shots of Ah Ming and Yueyue, who are both unreliable narrators. 

Each girl tries to interrogate the other when she’s behind the camera and perform truth-telling when she’s in 

front of the camera. It is an intellectual as well as a physical game – the premise of the film narrative shift 

every time the camera is seized and reversed. 

Ah Ming tries to dominate the narrative by taking the moral high ground, that she treats the wealthy man 

as ‘just a fuck buddy’, implying Yueyue’s been selling herself. In one of the major scenes of conflict, when 

Yueyue reveals her thrill at having gotten a Beijing household registration through the man, Ah Ming 

responds in a cruel and provoking way: ‘You traded pussy for a housing registration.’ They both lash out in 

anger, visibly struggling to maintain their cavalier and casual veneer in front of the camera. Yueyue brings 

up the privileges Ah Ming has as a Beijinger, and the difficulties and embarrassment for her of drifting in 

Beijing as a migrant, deprived of the rights to local house ownership, medical care, and education. These 

unmediated confrontations are at once troubling and cathartic to watch, like watching the process of draining 

a festering abscess. They avow the intricately ingrained layers of inequality placed on female relationships 

that feed female competitiveness and aggression. Yueyue assails Ah Ming back, no less provokingly: ‘didn’t 

you borrow money from him as well? Are you jealous that he’s giving more to me than to you? Do you want 

me to ask him for money in your place?’ Ah Ming loses her composure and flees the camera, but Yueyue 

chases her until she extracts her confession that she doesn’t have a Beijing registration either. Ah Ming’s 

father is a Beijinger, but he died before applying for a registration, when she was eight. So yes, she does know 

the difficulties and embarrassment of being a non-Beijing resident. This intense sequence ends with a sudden 

and playful jump cut to a shot of the two in a restaurant enjoying braised pork with bone marrow. They just 

made up.

In the last and the most intense confrontation, both girls again slut-shame each other for continuing to see the 

man. But this time, their monstrous resentment at each other is sparked by something other than the married 

man – Yueyue in fact hasn’t seen him, and Ah Ming only meets him to repay his money. Yueyue’s monologue 

hits home when she again brings up the issue of making a film about themselves: 

I think it’s love that I’ve always wanted. Even immoral love. But you can’t use that to attack me, to 
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interrogate my soul. You’ve got this empty moral stance. The moment you claim that stance you betray 

your dream and your innocence. If it is the soul itself that I want, what you want is to make use of the 

soul. If one day my soul draws together something strong and powerful, I don’t know we’ll ever be able 

to speak again.

This seemingly stagey monologue strikes as the most sincere and sober critique of their own project. Yueyue 

is saying, if Ah Ming goes after a sexually scandalous woman for her film project, like male directors always 

do, then she cannot take the moral high ground. What Ah Ming trades for cinema is no more innocent than 

what Yueyue trades for love or for material gain. Yueyue is also admitting that she might be flawed, but it 

is this very status of being a flawed woman that binds the two of them together. Aren’t women all flawed in 

a man’s world? If Yueyue becomes truly strong and powerful, then there’s no longer the condition for their 

collaborative project. 

We’re not unfamiliar with movies that unfold via conflicting or contradictory points of views. From 

Kurosawa’s Rashomon (1950) to Baumbach’s Marriage Story (2019), cinema has served as the judge or 

mediator that only confirms the fact that taking sides is futile folly. This type of film often turns to the power 

of religion (Rashomon) or law (Marriage Story) in quest of proper closure. But Yang is not interested in any 

juristic power external to the two girls’ relationship. Even the only man involved has no actual presence or 

agency in this film. The lightweight, portable DV camera is restricted in the intersubjective space between 

Ah Ming and Yueyue. It is not a documentary camera meant to reveal objective realities, nor a camera of 

domestic melodrama meant to reveal emotional realities. The camera is above all a means through which 

women, with an acute sense of what they are up against, are experimenting, activating, and molding their own 

truth about friendship.

Situated somewhere between cinema and the home movie, DV is the perfect medium to draw out the tension 

between what one wants from filmmaking and what one wants from real life. When the two girls come to 

an agreement over this tension, they also achieve eventual reconciliation. Ah Ming points out that the clarity 

of Yueyue’s recorded monologue demonstrates Yueyue’s acceptance of the DV camera, hence affirming the 

legitimacy of the film, which Yueyue does not deny. She goes ahead and finalizes their reconciliation by 

calling the cheating man and announcing the girls’ joint breakups with him. She then asks, with a whimsical 

smile: ‘Is there any friendship left between us?’ Ah Ming replies with an equally naughty affirmation: ‘This 

might mean we can keep filming.’ They want both friendship, and a way to break up with cinema’s male gaze.

The final ten minutes of the film settle into a joyful travelogue of the two women playing around Beijing, with 

Ah Ming accompanying Yueyue through frightening, yet totally ordinary ordeals of abortion and moving. 

From John Ford to John Woo, it is a tradition for male directors to disavow the role of women in order to 
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create their all-male universe. In the last ten minutes of Female Director, Yang again reverses the mainstream 

formula and proves that a female world is still fundamentally pleasurable to watch.
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